

The problem of military preparedness as it applies to China is receiving a lot of thought from committees now working in that country. A Chinese student who is doing graduate work in engineering at the State University of Iowa.

The plan of preparations which Professor Hawkeyes are finding that the men of the country who want to be prepared and put them in charge of trained officers. When a man has been a member of a body, a public building constructed, or other work of the kind undertaken, the soldiers would be available.

They would spend eight hours a day at such work and two hours a day in military training.

NO SLEEP WITHOUT DREAMS

Most Intense Dreams We Have We Do Not Remember—

There is no such thing as dreamless sleep, declares Prof. Carl E. Sehafer, head of the department of psychology at the State University. In most cases the mind in a state of dream consciousness at all times in the state of sleep.

"It is only the exceptional dream that is wholly free from the light or disturbed sleep. Sleep-walking occurs only in deep sleep, and, while awakened in the act, the sleep-walker has no recollection of his actions. One case in which sleepwalking has occurred in a man who has been conscious of his actions is reported in the story of the man who was taken to the river to take a swim while asleep once. Only when he awoke did he recollect what he had been doing." 

Professor Sehafer has conclusively proved the fact that the man who says he does not dream in error, the psychologist declares.

ATTACHED AS PRINTED FOR SUMMER SEASON

Advertising a summer season, at any heating entering, is considerably more than a "light" season. The Iowa windows, however, he regrets the above to show how the mecca surrounded.
which constitute but ten per cent of the population who want the independence. He showed that the Filipinos are facing three problems—uncertainty, they have numerous factions which cannot be satisfied; they may be induced by Japan; most of the population has not yet submitted to the customs of servitude to which they had become accustomed while under the Spanish rule. By comparing the case at issue with historical parallels in the case of Mexico, Davao and China, he proved that the Filipinos are incapable of self-government. Independence would mean destruction financially and industrially as is evidenced by the fact that they have no imports, which is their chief agricultural product. Finally, they as a race, have not shown sufficient intellectual and political ability to cope with so great a problem as independence.

The novelty of this debate was that it was not excited by faculty members, but by undergraduates. Victor Pole, a varsity debater, with the help of Adolph Wickman, carried the burden of the work. Judge Baldwin of the Circuit Court of Chicago, Judge Reman, Ohio, Justice of the Superior Court of Cook county, and Attorney General of Chicago acted as judges, while Professor Horace Pelz acted as chairman.

May suspend classes

The University boards of Iowa will meet Wednesday to decide whether or not classes shall be suspended May 13 for the high school interscholastic meet.
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The Northwestern debate

The Northwestern debating team, composed of Carl Marcus and Clifford Northcott, which debated Iowa, suffered defeat in the debate held be- fore a fairly large crowd in Pikes Hall last night. The question at issue was: "Resolved, that the United States grant the Philippines independence within four years." According to Mr. Lantore, "the clash was as good a one as has been held here for a long time," but the decision did not surprise him.

Study pane of the Northwestern team was composed of Carl Marcus and Clifford Northcott. Mr. Marcus began the argument by quoting the percentage of educated people in the Philippines as 1.6 per cent. He said that the Filipinos are facing three problems—uncertainty, they have numerous factions which cannot be satisfied, they may be induced by Japan; most of the population has not yet submitted to the customs of servitude to which they had become accustomed while under the Spanish rule. By comparing the case at issue with historical parallels in the case of Mexico, Davao and China, he proved that the Filipinos are incapable of self-government. Independence would mean destruction financially and industrially as is evidenced by the fact that they have no imports, which is their chief agricultural product. Finally, they as a race, have not shown sufficient intellectual and political ability to cope with so great a problem as independence.

The novelty of this debate was that it was not excited by faculty members, but by undergraduates. Victor Pole, a varsity debater, with the help of Adolph Wickman, carried the burden of the work. Judge Baldwin of the Circuit Court of Chicago, Judge Reman, Ohio, Justice of the Superior Court of Cook county, and Attorney General of Chicago acted as judges, while Professor Horace Pelz acted as chairman.
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The National Catholic Student

Now on Sale

REIS' BOOK STORE

Articles By ED. O'CONNOR of Iowa

NATIONAL PRESIDENT

DR. WALSH

REV. BURKE

NATIONAL CHAPLAIN

25c Per Copy

SENIOhS

Special Rates For Your Photograph

NEWBERGS STUDIO

Most Recent and Latest Mountings

SENIOHKS

STANDARDS. STRAND, P. R.

BOISE, IDAHO
STRAND THEATRE

"IOWA CITY'S FINEST MOVIE HOUSE"

Your Last Chance Today

BECAUSE OF THE GREAT POPULAR DEMAND WE HAVE SECURED A RENDEZVOUS ENGAGEMENT OF
A THRILLING FANTASY LIED IN THE HILL OF SCOTLAND

Billie Burke

THE RECOGNIZED WORLD'S GREATEST, DARKEST, MOST BEAUTIFUL COMEDIAN, IN THE SPECTACULAR FILM TRIUMPH "PEGGY"

Produced by Thos. H. Ince

DIRECT FROM THE KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE, NEW YORK

10c

1000 FEET OF FASCINATING FILM  2 HOURS OF INTEREST INTER

TUES DAYS 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 P. M.

WHAT LEADING CRITICS SAY OF THE FEATURE

"Sweet and breath of laughter!"--Chicago Tribune

"Billie Burke conquers a new field and does so admirably."--Los Angeles Examiner

"Billie Burke better than on the stage."--N. Y. Times.

STRAND THEATRE

Coming Wednesday "Don Quixote"

WITH STRAND ORCHESTRA

STANDARD STRAND PRICES: ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR 5c-3c UPHOLSTERED BALCONY SEATS 20

Tri-Delta

Is our Latest Sundae

This is a new dish that will satisfy your appetite

Cool and Refreshing

Try it. "For Goodness Sake"

Served on any at the

COLLEGE INN

(Continued from page 1)...
The Merchant of Venice

WITH GORGEOUS SETTING
HIGHLY SPECTACULAR

May 11

By the University
Dramatic Club

SABINS’ EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE Inc.
Founded 1893
Manhattan Building
Des Moines, Iowa

A teachers’ Agency that is safe, conservative, reliable, successful.
Ask former students about us.
Write for our plans.

D. M. M. MORNON, Sec'y

The Opera Confectionary
For Candies, Ice Cream and Soft Drinks

Tickets for the Minneapolis Orchestra
Concerts on May 13 will be put on sale tomorrow
at Reis’ Bookstore and eight or ten other stores.
Season tickets will be $2.00 up to May 10.

THE LOOKOUT

Miss POHNEA A LA BOLOGNA
A young man from old Santa Fe Went out with his sweetheart 1 day, Pretty soon she got sore--
'Thy the depot she tore,
Took a train for a town miles a-go. There a dashing old buck her round--
Courted her like his brutes were affectionate.

On suspicion he--

That they marry, said she,
"I'll love 2, but 0 0 I desert." (Ref.
dil).

Love at home write a note; said "I miss you."
Like she wrote back. "Thain't no use, I'm married, y asee; You've used up your chance, you poor soul--"

Anyone opposed to woman suffrage, please communicate with Bob Shaw.

When did you leap the red roses at the old red Saturday?
What has become of the spring argument on athletics? Well do we remember, one year ago today.

What a wealthy crowd that Uncle Sam's bank had! At the time of the first total loss in currency, including one bum check was a thousand dollars.
With all the gang back exactly a million has been lost.

Suggestion to Archie MacVinney--Before presenting the Merchant of Venice hold a meeting on Italian by Shakespeare. It'll pay--it'll pay.

Light occupations--
Philosophical club donating $10 the Daily Iowa.

Banquet tickets for the Iowa Wesleyan Literary Societies convention Saturday, May 10, at the Turkey, are now on sale.

CHARITY BALL CO. A BALL
TUESDAY EVENING MAY 28
DUNCLE ITCH ORCHESTRA

ATHENA

Regular program and banquet dinners.

PHILOSOPHICAL CLUB MEETING

The philosophical club will hold its last meeting for the University year, Tuesday evening, at the home of Dean and Mrs. C. E. Shanks, at Linn street. Doctor Elsworth Parvin, who has made a thorough study of the discipline of home, school, and society in general, will speak on "Discipline in a Democracy."

FOR RENT--Rooms at 114 N. 8th.

Whiting's Pharmacy
On Dubuque Street

ATHENS

Sunday school合并, Thursday evening, May 14.

Suggested by he

TUESDAY EDITION

AUGUST CERVELL uses this

Seussage Dance Floor

Electricals--

The second sugga, race will be given at the

arter Monday night of the

Committee in charge plans to

Suffrage Ball, which will be held at 8:30.

In order to overawe the rather

girls have limited the tickets to

Wet Field Fare

Reports from Mt. Vernon, I

among Suggestion of Methodists in the

City, Thursday Chicago, to

its the fact that Omnium, the same town, hope does not

Good things in mind, many of ch

believes that the league

gray team will have the ball
season to defeat Iowa on

9:00. In order to overawe the rather

the girls have limited the ticket to 9:00.

Suffrage Ball tickets that may be sold.

5:00 in charge is expected by

Weiner, Katherine sera, Snyder, Florence, Karen

from Second, Eliza Collier

Robert, Helen, Beatrice Rogers and E

For Candies, Ice Cream and Soft Drinks